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Beautys Beasts An Urban Fantasy Fairy Tale Poison Courts Book 1
WANTED Single human female to join charming, wealthy, single male were-cougar for a night of romantic fun—and
maybe more. Me: The tall, sensuous, open-minded leader of my clan. You: A deliciously curvy virgin who’s intimately
familiar with what goes bump in the night. Must not be afraid of a little tail. Prefer a woman who’s open to exploring her
animal nature. Interest in nighttime walks through the woods a plus. My turn-ons include protecting you from the worst
the supernatural world has to offer. Ready for an adventure? Give me a call. Vampires and doppelgangers need not
apply.
When nineteen-year-old Gem of the Desert People, called Monstrous by the Smooth Skins, becomes the prisoner of the
seventeen-year-old Smooth Skin queen, Isra, age-old prejudices begins to fall aside as the two begin to understand each
other.
Some curses aren’t meant to be broken . . . Lady Griselle Mottern is cursed. On her sixteenth birthday, an evil wizard
transformed Griselle into a wolflike beast because of a past misdeed by one of her ancestors. Now, with her twenty-first
birthday approaching, Griselle has only a few days left to make a boy fall in love with her, or the curse will become
permanent, and she will forever be a beast. But breaking the curse isn’t Griselle’s only problem. An evil is lurking in the
forest, one that is creeping closer and closer to her castle. Griselle will have to summon all her beastly strength to defeat
this evil, even if it means dooming herself forever . . . Note: This 7,000-word short story originally appeared in the Von
Flusshexen und Meerjungfrauen German-language anthology in 2020.
Tally Grey Connors’ final story. Carson Connors heads out on one last, minor hunt before retiring forever to raise his
daughter, Riley, but as Tally goes into labor, tragedy strikes. The hunt for the last two surviving gargoyles—the strongest
and smartest of the Stonebrood clan—warps life and love, straining even Nick and Damian’s four century long
relationship, in ways that no one could possibly anticipate. Unbearable is an emotion-charged part of the Stonebrood
Saga, revealing the tragic events of Riley’s early childhood. Get your copy of this Unbearable story today. Reader
Advisory: This is a novella length story (about 80 pages long), and is best read in series order, to avoid spoilers. This is
Book 2.2 in The Stonebrood Saga: 1.0: Carson’s Night 2.0: Beauty’s Beasts 2.1: Harvest of Holidays* 2.2: Unbearable*
3.0: Sabrina’s Clan 3.1: Pay the Ferryman* 3.5: Hearts of Stone (Series Boxed Set) A Vampire Menage Gargoyle Urban
Fantasy Romance [*A Stony Stories tale: Short stories featuring the characters and situations from the Stonebrood Saga]
___ Praise for Unbearable If you've read any of the other Stonebrood Saga books, you have to read this one, if only for
your peace of mind. I really liked that this was told from Damien's point of view. I loved it because it let me see the why of
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the feelings behind Nick and Damian's breakup and because I know that after all they will find a way to get back together.
Brilliant. This book answers many questions and shows the happy ending through Damion, Nick and Riley. The
emotional rollercoaster is worth getting into to - give it a go - you will be glad you did. Read this series from the very first
story or you will not get the full effect! This particular novella has very tragic happenings that left me shaken! That is what
I love, I never try to second guess the direction this author will take I just sit back and enjoy the ride. I. Love. This. Book! I
fell even more in love with these vampires.
Beauty and the Beast meets Irish Mythology in this sweeping retelling of the beloved fairytale.
When Charisse Bellamy takes the job at New Haven's first ever Night Club, it's only intended as a short term solution to
make ends meet. But she soon discovers there is no resisting the pull of her new boss, Abram. Despite worrying how her
feelings for Abram will impact her budding relationship with police deputy Dalton, she can't seem to stay away, and it's
not until a missing girl is found chained up in Abram's home that this beauty realizes one of her romantic interests is a
beast.
And Then There Was One… When psychologist Damian Steele killed off the nasty half of his dual-personality patient, he
never expected that the "widow" would file a wrongful-death suit. Nor did he expect that a breathtaking beauty would be
his saving grace. Attorney Kay Kellogg had handled some unusual civil cases at Justice Inc., but Damian's was definitely
setting a new precedent. So, too, were her feelings for the darkly mysterious and sinfully sexy psychologist—the "beast"
who kept far too many secrets. As the sensational trial unfolded, Kay found herself fighting not just for justice but for her
sanity. For Damian's secrets were the kind that stalked the mind as well as the heart.
Beauty is in the eye of the beholder. This modern retelling of the classic fairy tale of Beauty and the Beast is told here in
a graphic novel format. More than 100 pages of illustrated action, adventure, and love teach a lesson to look beyond the
surface and learn to love what’s underneath. A merchant takes shelter in a castle during a thunderstorm, and ends up
striking a bargain with its beastly master. His youngest daughter, Beauty, returns to the castle to live in exchange for a
restoration of the family’s previous wealth. Beauty befriends Beast, but longs to see her family again. He allows her to
visit her former home, but when she doesn’t return at the designated time, consequences ensue.
**A USA Today Recommended Series!** What if Beauty was cursed, and the Beast was the only one who could save her? Don't
miss WITHERING ROSE, a dystopian romance from bestselling author Kaitlyn Davis that reimagines the classic fairy tale of
Beauty & The Beast. "As the heat finally disappeared, I felt the bloom blossom in the very core of my soul, a rose just like my
name--a ticking clock hidden behind a façade of beauty. From that moment on, my life would become a countdown, and all I could
do was wait and watch as the petals of time slowly started to fall." Omorose Bouchene has a secret--magic. There's only one
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problem. At the age of seven, an earthquake struck, catapulting her into a new world. A land made of skyscrapers and cell phones.
Fast cars and fluorescent lights. A land where magic isn't supposed to exist and anyone who wields it is the enemy. But after ten
years of hiding, she's desperate to find a place where she can be free. Because all magic comes with a curse, and her curse is
time--every ounce of power she uses strips days off of her life. The clock is winding down, and the only option left is to escape to
the realm of the Beast. But the king of monsters isn't what he seems. And the more Omorose opens her heart, the more she
comes to realize that the only person she may need to fear is herself. *This is the second book in Once Upon A Curse, a series of
interconnected stand-alone novels all set in the same fantasy universe. Keywords: Teen & Young Adult, Fairytale, Fairy Tale,
Retelling, Adaptation, Fairy Tale Adaptation, Beauty and the Beast, Romance, Dystopian, Paranormal Romance, Urban Fantasy,
Love, Action & Adventure, Magic, Fantasy, Beast, Beauty, Shapeshifter, Werewolf, Werewolves
Princess Sophia has helped her twin sister Lily save the duchy of Marin. But now Sophie faces a greater threat when she sets out
to free Palinar from its beastly prince. In this reimagining of Beauty and the Beast, Beauty will have to use all of her strength and
intelligence if she is to outwit her enemies, break a curse and find true love.
Family history can be fatal. Riley Carson Connors is yanked out of Pittsburgh and coaxed to New York by two tall, sexy strangers.
Nicholas Sherwood and Damian are the only people in the world who know anything about her parents, and what they know is
terrifying. She must face a powerful enemy who killed both her parents, who were the best demon hunters of their era. But while
the truth about Riley’s family history is a powerful magnet, Damian and Nicholas prove to be even more compelling. Former lovers
and brought together only because they gave their word to her mother to protect Riley, the two powerful vampires play erotic mind
games with her. Each has a hidden sexual agenda that Riley can’t begin to guess, but seems to involve driving her out of her
mind with the sort of pleasure only a centuries-old lover would know how to give. Warning: This story features two super hot alpha
vampire heroes, multiple sex scenes, including anal sex, MM sexual play, MMF sex and the use of sex toys. Do not read this book
if frank sexual language and sex scenes offend you. No vampires or demon hunters came to harm in the making of this book.
Gargoyles have been added to the official hunt list, however… This is the second book in The Stonebrood Saga. 1.0: Carson’s
Night 2.0: Beauty’s Beasts 2.1: Harvest of Holidays* 2.2: Unbearable* 3.0: Sabrina’s Clan 3.1: Pay the Ferryman* 3.5: Hearts of
Stone (Series Boxed Set) A Vampire Menage Gargoyle Urban Fantasy Romance [*A Stony Stories tale: Short stories featuring the
characters and situations from the Stonebrood Saga] __ Night Owl Reviews Reviewer’s Top Pick Winner, Sassy Brit Bookcover
Award It’s an outstanding book but be prepared to have your hanky ready. It has everything a good old fashioned adventure story
should have: an evil villain, the unknowing stooge, creatures of the night and heroic men/vampires who will do everything to keep
their woman safe. Once this reviewer started this book, she couldn’t stop until the last page was read! Blackraven’s Reviews
Vividly captivating paranormal thriller that is infused with edgy suspense, dark passion and an extreme emotional depth that
immediately grabs the reader and never lets go! The Romance Studio
Re-released in a second edition. Re-edited but no substantial changes. A playboy who needs to grow up Fresh from his latest
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tabloid scandal, vampire playboy Dante Dellacourt has been given an ultimatum. Either he takes a consort and settles down, or his
family will disown him. Unwilling to lose everything he has, he reluctantly agrees to find a wife. Marriage is just another kind of
contract, after all. No one said anything about love being a part of the bargain. An outcast who has only known hardship Exiled by
her pack, Kaja is a werewolf without a home. Her life was never easy in the frozen tundra she grew up in, but it was familiar.
Waking up in a foreign landscape, surrounded by bright lights, loud noises, and far too many people has left her overwhelmed.
Frightened and with no one to trust, she savagely fights to get free of this strange new world. A passion strong enough to change
them both Called to defend the gnomes of the marketplace, Dante is almost blinded by the radiant light coming off the fierce
werewolf. Kaja glows like no consort he has ever seen. Gorgeous and wild, she calls to him in ways he had not dreamed possible.
For Kaja, she finds in Dante a man unlike any she has ever known. They could not be more different, but she finds him irresistible.
In order to claim his werewolf bride, Dante must first discover how to overcome their differences. Will he tame his ferocious
beauty, or will she unleash his inner beast?
Sometimes wicked... is really good. Parker and Ella-Marie find themselves cut off from the group of Avatars heading to hide in
Perchta's Garden. Instead they find themselves flung into a fantastical land, facing a powerful witch who claims to be Dorothy of
Oz. The women offer their help to free Oz of the demon scourge that threatens the magical lands and people there. Alliances can
be tricky when your new powerful ally swings between the extremes of good and evil with only a moment's notice.
War isn't coming. It's here. The forsaken gods are back to reclaim the world and rule it once more. There are some who hope to
coexist with humans, but even peace comes with a price. The quiet life Gretchen fought to attain is over. Gone are the days when
her greatest worry was being found out for what she is-a werewolf. Her property has now become home base for more than just
her own kind. Fae from far and wide unite with her to face off against the gods. When Gretchen and her fledgling pack are called
to the front lines, friend becomes foe, and death lurks around every turn. Gretchen encounters the toughest challenges of her life
as she becomes the leader she was destined to be, comes face-to-face with her greatest fears, and fights to save her pack and
humanity from annihilation. Welcome to the end of the world.
Fan favorite couple Rhage and Mary return in this gripping novel in the #1 New York Times bestselling Black Dagger Brotherhood
series. Nothing is as it used to be for the Black Dagger Brotherhood. The slayers of the Lessening Society are stronger than ever,
preying on human weakness to acquire more money, more weapons, more power. But as the Brotherhood readies for an all-out
attack on them, one of their own fights a battle within himself... For Rhage—the Brother with the biggest appetites, but also the
biggest heart—life was supposed to be perfect. Or at the very least, perfectly enjoyable. But he can’t understand or control the
panic and insecurity that plague him. Terrified, he must reassess his priorities after suffering a mortal injury. And the answer, when
it comes to him, rocks his—and his beloved Mary’s—world...
Nick Fairfax vows to do whatever Lord Bane Dunsaney desires for one year. In exchange, Nick’s family gets a chance to regain
their fortune. Is this the worst mistake of Nick’s life, or will it lead to a love only found in fairy tales? A modern, M/M retelling of
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Beauty & The Beast. Sensitive, aspiring photographer Nick Fairfax wants nothing to do with his family's corporate business, or
their vicious, cold-blooded lifestyle. Intending to give up his inheritance and pursue his art, he arrives at his father's office, only to
find that Fairfax Industries has fallen to a scarred man in a hooded cloak. The man is the reclusive billionaire Lord Bane
Dunsaney, and he is bent on destroying the Fairfaxes. But when he sees Nick, everything changes. Bane offers the Fairfaxes the
chance to regain their fortune if Nick will reside at Moon Shadow, his secluded mansion, and do whatever the billionaire wants for
a whole year. Nick has no real choice other than to agree to Bane’s terms. At Moon Shadow, Bane lords his power over Nick,
going even so far as to take Nick’s phone, computer and beloved camera away. The billionaire claims such measures are to
protect his privacy, but Nick is convinced they are so Bane can control him. Each is determined to see the worst in each other. But
as time passes, Nick glimpses a Bane that is much more than the cold-hearted figure that he met in his father's office. He
discovers that Bane is a man betrayed by love and no longer believes in it. But what Nick comes to know about Bane is nothing
compared to the man’s true secret. Bane is cursed. He is a tiger-shifter who has no control over his beast. And that beast wants
Nick. Cursed: Bound, Book 2 of the series, is in progress and scheduled for late summer 2016! To find out more, check our blog
here because we post often: http://welcome.raythereign.com/category/raythe-reign-team-blog/ Raythe Reign produces escapist,
romantic M/M shifter, fantasy, scifi, adventure, and urban fantasy books and graphic novels.
Step into a realm where fairies only help out when they are bored to tears or obliged to do so. Instead of Prince Charming, meet alpha male.
Cinderella doesn't want anything to do with her King, and her biggest aspiration is suing the shit out of her step moth when she can afford to.
Erik isn't all that fond of the mermaid with red hair, but he definitely fancy the sea witch. While the Beast is something of a recluse, he sees
plenty of action in his casino-slash-sexclub... This bundle includes a lot of your favourite characters, only everyone is all grown up, and
definitely more sassy. What's more? All of them are standalone novels - not short stories. -------------- Cinderella The King needs an heir and
that means finding some sort of woman to do the job; "That's all it's about, ultimately: basic, carnal compatibility in order to satisfy this need.
For that reason, the pictures I request of those who wish to apply are explicit. The full prerequisites are attached to the correspondence. If
you aren't comfortable with these demands, don't bother applying." Ella applies, seeing straight through the bullshit; she goes as far as
derisively add a set of pictures fitting the requirements the letter demands: A picture of her "pussy" - a fat, indolent Persian - and of her in her
nightwear - yoga pants and a hoodie. In lieu of an introduction, her message reads: Dear Daniel Franko Phillipe Del Luz, I've applied to
guarantee that I'm not summoned to your little orgy. Fuck you. We aren't all stupid. Ella. It was supposed to go through an automated system;
she didn't expect anyone to read it... Let alone the King -------------- A little Siren Silvia Undine, otherwise known as the Sea Witch, has
enough of hiding. All she did three years ago was saving a child and his father, but she stands accused of causing the storm, and as a
consequence, has been banished from her seas. Enough of that. Defying the ruler of the seas, she goes back where she belongs. Everything
would be peaceful, if it wasn't for the three Kings who fight over, against, and for her. The King of Alenia has taken a wife and Erik of Denker
knows it's his turn; after three years spent searching for the one woman whose ever mattered - the one who saved him and his son from
drowning - he has to give up and choose an alternative. He does so, tying himself to the first suitable option, just when Silvia step in his
kingdom. -------------- Beauty and the Beast "Let me tell you one thing, Beast: if your Prince ever returns, watch his back. There are thousands
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who would gladly throw daggers at it." And Belle would be first in line. Ten years ago, he was Prince Aiden, heir of Jereena, at the top of the
world - now, they call him Beast. Aiden has landed on his feet, his exclusive club is the place to be, he makes hundreds of thousands a night.
What else could he possibly want? Belle grew up during the Anarchy, and the corrupted system screwed her, big time, but she managed to
get by. Then, her stupid brother goes and steals from the Beast, who demands her as payment. Well, her, a pile of cash, or her sister - option
two and three aren't acceptable. -------------- The Snow Queen Kai, heir of the dilapidated clan who's established residence in the most
dangerous mountain on Gaia to avoid persecution, has enough problem on his plate. For starters? Finding enough food. Lack of running
water. Keeping the kids alive - and out of the slave trade. The torrential snow. But when he sees that innocent, defenseless girl who persists
in staying in the cold wastelands all by herself, he can't close his eyes, she becomes his to care for. She's the last full fledged goddess
residing in Gaia and that mortal wishes to save her. Men are stupid.
The war between Conduits and Supplicants is turned inside out when Charisse and Abram learn who’s in bed with who. After narrowly
surviving a murderous mob, curvy Conduit/Supplicant Charisse and alpha Beast Abram escape to the remote island of Grimoult, where their
relaxing vacation soon turns into a sinister suicide mission. People have been jumping from the island cliff in record numbers, but Charisse
and Abram aren’t convinced these deaths are really suicides. Especially once they learn all the jumpers share the same dream-vision of a
beautiful woman three days before their fall. Now it’s up to Charisse and Abram to find out what this “Sleeping Beauty” has to do with the
suicides. Their search for answers leads them to the island king’s castle, where the beauty and her beast find themselves at the mercy of a
kinky ruler whose sexist mentality and BDSM fetishes soon begin to rub off on the pair. But time is cut short when Charisse sees Sleeping
Beauty for herself, marking her as the next suicide victim and leaving her only three days until her death.
Not Quite the Fairy Tale is a series of paranormal romance written for a mature audience. Expect adult language and naughty stuff. Each
book is a stand alone. "Let me tell you one thing, Beast: if your Prince ever returns, watch his back. There are thousands who would gladly
throw daggers at it."And Belle would be first in line. Ten years ago, he was Prince Aiden, heir of Jereena, at the top of the world - now, they
call him Beast. Aiden has landed on his feet, his exclusive club is the place to be, he makes hundreds of thousands a night. What else could
he possibly want? Belle grew up during the Anarchy, and the corrupted system screwed her, big time, but she managed to get by. Then, her
stupid brother goes and steals from the Beast, who demands her as payment. Well, her, a pile of cash, or her sister - option two and three
aren't acceptable.
Family history can be fatal.Riley Carson Connors is yanked out of Pittsburgh and coaxed to New York by two tall, sexy strangers. Nicholas
Sherwood and Damian are the only people in the world who know anything about her parents, and what they know is terrifying. She must
face a powerful enemy who killed both her parents, who were the best demon hunters of their era.But while the truth about Riley's family
history is a powerful magnet, Damian and Nicholas prove to be even more compelling. Former lovers and brought together only because they
gave their word to her mother to protect Riley, the two powerful vampires play erotic mind games with her. Each has a hidden sexual agenda
that Riley can't begin to guess, but seems to involve driving her out of her mind with the sort of pleasure only a centuries-old lover would
know how to give.Warning: This story features two super hot alpha vampire heroes, multiple sex scenes, including anal sex, MM sexual play,
MMF sex and the use of sex toys. Do not read this book if frank sexual language and sex scenes offend you.No vampires or demon hunters
came to harm in the making of this book. Gargoyles have been added to the official hunt list, however...This is the second book in The
Stonebrood Saga.Book 1.0: Carson's NightBook 2.0: Beauty's BeastsBook 2.1: Harvest of Holidays*Book 3.0: Sabrina's Clan[*A Stony
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Stories tale: Short stories featuring the characters and situations from the Stonebrood Saga]__Night Owl Reviews Reviewer's Top
PickWinner, Sassy Brit Bookcover AwardIt's an outstanding book but be prepared to have your hanky ready. It has everything a good old
fashioned adventure story should have: an evil villain, the unknowing stooge, creatures of the night and heroic men/vampires who will do
everything to keep their woman safe. Once this reviewer started this book, she couldn't stop until the last page was read! Blackraven's
ReviewsBeauty's Beasts is a erotic page turner full of heart. Certainly one You Gotta Read. You Gotta Read ReviewsDelightfully wicked and
erotic. I loved every minute of it. Don't miss out on this was a wonderful read. Night Owl ReviewsVividly captivating paranormal thriller that is
infused with edgy suspense, dark passion and an extreme emotional depth that immediately grabs the reader and never lets go! The
Romance StudioA paranormal lover's wicked delight. Literary Nymphs__Tracy Cooper-Posey is an Amazon #1 Best Selling Author. She
writes erotic vampire romances, hot romantic suspense, paranormal and urban fantasy romances. She has published over 70 novels since
1999, been nominated for five CAPAs including Favourite Author, and won the Emma Darcy Award.She turned to indie publishing in 2011.
Her indie titles have been nominated four times for Book Of The Year and Byzantine Heartbreak was a 2012 winner. She has been a national
magazine editor and for a decade she taught romance writing at MacEwan University.She is addicted to Irish Breakfast tea and chocolate,
sometimes taken together. In her spare time she enjoys history, Sherlock Holmes, science fiction and ignoring her treadmill. An Australian,
she lives in Edmonton, Canada with her husband, a former professional wrestler, where she moved in 1996 after meeting him on-line.
Last Upon a time... The Avatars have all gathered in Seattle to face the Elders in a bid to stop the reset of the mortal realm and the loss of
trillions of souls spread across the many worlds of our realm. The women of fairy tales, myth, & legend must split up to face the enemies, who
are bordering on godhood, on many fronts. Fighting a losing battle, the Avatars give all that they have to save the world from Armageddon.
This final chapter in the Urban Fairytales saga all comes down to the woman who started it all, Maireni Damaschin, the Red Hood, as she
attempts to outmaneuver these timeless titans who can destroy worlds with but a thought.
Not quite human, not quite beast. Not quite female, not quite male. Sometimes hunter, sometimes prey. Always alone. Until them. Fiend
hunter Sam “Sabertooth” Forest is used to being on the outskirts. A cur with a mix of shifter and human blood, Sam can’t fully shift to beast
but can’t fully pass as human. Through sheer determination, and a desire to protect the broken shifter woman who raised them, Sam has
managed to eek out a place of their own in a world devastated by the rift that allowed monsters to spill into the earth plane. Sam hunts
monsters, sometimes curs and mongrels just like Sam. The work might be dangerous, and the humans might want to put the mixed breed
hunter on their hitlist, but it’s a job. It’s freedom. Sam works alone and trusts no one. The next hunt should bring in a big bounty—big enough
to pay the pack extortion fee and keep Sam’s adoptive mother safe through winter. But when a Leprechaun horns in on the unicorn hunt and
tricks Sam into forming a hunter’s guild, Sam is suddenly burdened by an overabundance of people. Setting off to hunt one-horned murder
beasts with an annoying leprechaun and a nerdy half-ogre is bad enough. But when you add in a betrayal by the seductive siren Sam has
loved since childhood, and the machinations of a rich human politician, well…Sam’s simple, lonely little life just got a whole lot more
complicated. Author’s Note: I love reverse harem, but I got sick of reading the same old tropes. In my books you will find atypical characters
and varied sexuality. In general, you probably won’t find many alpha males or fainting females. The Not Quite series is a harem/reverse
harem urban fantasy series of novellas (between 35,000-45,000 words) and contains the following: *adult language, and lots of it *moderate
levels of violence/gore/action *graphic sexual situations *polyamory/ multiple lovers *LBGTQ and straight themes (the main character is
intersex and will have both male and female lovers, and this is a harem, so expect M/F, M/M, F/F, MMMFF etc.) *as usual, my characters all
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have their own emotional scars. This means the book MAY contain mentions of abuse, unpleasant situations, etc. Please do not read if you
are triggered by things like this. **This is a series, so while there will always be a complete plot cycle of some kind, there may be a lead in to
the next book. The book does not end on a "Cliffhanger" where the action stops right in the middle with no resolution, like some books tend to
these days. The main plot arc is brought to a FOR NOW conclusion, and there is a set up for the next book. If you aren't in to that, please
pass on by.
Rory’s known from birth the date she’s destined to die. When Rory unexpectedly meets the man who could break her curse, she has to
decide if falling in love is worth risking what’s left of her life… and his life, too. If you love strong female heroines, interracial romance, and a
little magic in your first kiss, then one-click this "Sleeping Beauty" fairytale retelling, written by USA Today Bestselling fantasy romance author
Mary E. Twomey. Google Subjects: paranormal romance, french folklore, fairytales, myths and legends, fairy tales, young adult, YA, high
school, paranormal, romance, paranormal books, YA paranormal fantasy, YA paranormal romance series, series or anthology, magic, coming
of age, epic fantasy series, YA magic, fantasy and magic, YA coming of age, YA ebook, ebook, YA high school romance, YA teen, teen book,
YA urban fantasy, YA shifters, YA shifter romance, scandinavian folklore 101, garden gnomes, urban fantasy series, teen magic, YA
paranormal fantasy, YA ebooks, YA books, YA trilogy, YA urban fantasy romance, teen and young adult books, teen books for girls in high
school, teen love triangle, paranormal, paranormal fantasy, young adult urban fantasy, young adult fantasy, young adult teen, young adult
witches, young adult witch romance, young adult fantasy and magic, fantasy romance, first in series, beauty and the beast retelling, fairytale
retelling, interracial romance, Sleeping Beauty
Nick Fairfax vows to do whatever Lord Bane Dunsaney desires for one year. In exchange, Nick's family gets a chance to regain their fortune.
Is this the worst mistake of Nick's life, or will it lead to a love only found in fairy tales? A modern, M/M retelling of Beauty & The Beast.
Sensitive, aspiring photographer Nick Fairfax wants nothing to do with his family's corporate business, or their vicious, cold-blooded lifestyle.
Intending to give up his inheritance and pursue his art, he arrives at his father's office, only to find that Fairfax Industries has fallen to a
scarred man in a hooded cloak. The man is the reclusive billionaire Lord Bane Dunsaney, and he is bent on destroying the Fairfaxes. But
when he sees Nick, everything changes. Bane offers the Fairfaxes the chance to regain their fortune if Nick will reside at Moon Shadow, his
secluded mansion, and do whatever the billionaire wants for a whole year. Nick has no real choice other than to agree to Bane's terms. At
Moon Shadow, Bane lords his power over Nick, going even so far as to take Nick's phone, computer and beloved camera away. The
billionaire claims such measures are to protect his privacy, but Nick is convinced they are so Bane can control him. Each is determined to see
the worst in each other. But as time passes, Nick glimpses a Bane that is much more than the cold-hearted figure that he met in his father's
office. He discovers that Bane is a man betrayed by love and no longer believes in it. But what Nick comes to know about Bane is nothing
compared to the man's true secret. Bane is cursed. He is a tiger-shifter who has no control over his beast. And that beast wants Nick.
Cursed: Bound, Book 2 of the series, is in progress and scheduled for late summer 2016! To find out more, check our blog here because we
post often: http://welcome.raythereign.com/category/raythe-reign-team-blog/ Raythe Reign produces escapist, romantic M/M shifter, fantasy,
scifi, adventure, and urban fantasy books and graphic novels. Other Gay Paranormal & Urban Fantasy Series by X. Aratare:The Merman
SeriesThe Merman is a 5-book gay paranormal romance series, containing psychic powers, a mostly-naked merman lover, an evil scientist,
and true love beneath the waves. Book 1, Transformation, is free and available on Amazon here: https://www.amazon.com/TransformationGay-Merman-Romance-Book-ebook/dp/B00MDGTR1M The Artifact SeriesThe Artifact is an M/M detective romance series. The books
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feature some beloved tropes of both the M/M and bodyguard romance genres! There's a hot bodyguard, his determined young client, an
ancient golden sarcophagus, an evil cult, and unsolved mysteries in both their pasts... Book 2 came out in spring 2016. People who love this
series really love it. Check out the first 2 books here: The Bodyguard Book 1 (Artifact Series): https://www.amazon.com/Bodyguard-BookDetective-Romance-Artifact-ebook/dp/B00EW2DJHI The Bodyguard Book 2 (Artifact Series): https://www.amazon.com/Bodyguard-BookDetective-Romance-Artifact-ebook/dp/B01E7EU74I About Raythe ReignRaythe Reign produces mostly M/M works following the classic
advice - write what you most want to read! As a result, our stories are works of entertainment and fantasies, full of action, adventure, sexy
romance, heroes, and villains. We publish stories in both serial and book formats. Visit the X. Aratare author page for more of our series and
stand-alone works.
Millions of pages read in Kindle Unlimited and thousands of worldwide downloads in its first month--readers are raving about this fast, fun,
standalone Urban Fantasy Fairy Tale:"Completely hooked . . . I couldn't put it down." -TwistedTel93 ?????"Omg this book was amazing. I
loved everything about Beauty's Beast." -Book Lover ?????"I was hooked from the first page and did not want to put it down. A modern day
RH remake of a classic fairy-tale, and it is awesome!"-Ms S Steele
?????___________________________________________________________________________Fairy tales aren't just for children...Izzy
doesn't suffer fools and she doesn't take prisoners, so when one of the local mobs takes her father captive, she'll stop at nothing to free
him--even if it means taking on the mysterious men of Blackwood Forest herself.But when Izzy enters the lair of the beasts, she discovers
saving her father isn't as simple as it seemed, and saving herself from Alexander Blackwood and his pack is going to be even
harder...Sometimes beauty is a beast.PLEASE NOTE: The Poison Court Saga is a collection of standalone fairy tale retellings with an Urban
Fantasy twist. While the Posion Courts novels are set in the same universe as L.C. Hibbett's bestselling Wicked Witch series, and tell
backstories for characters from the Wicked Witch series, the standalone Poison Courts novels contain scenes intended for an 18+ audience.
Salty language is used throughout and romantic elements are of a reverse harem nature.
Something evil this way comes. 7 Vengeful Sisters 7 Fairytale Kingdoms 7 Daughters of Eville Everyone dreams of marrying a prince--except
for me. I am nothing more than a pawn in my adoptive mother's diabolical plot against the seven kingdoms.I was the chosen tool, her
sharpened blade that would cut the deepest into the heart of the kingdom of Baist. But like all deadly weapons, my wedding is two-edged
sword that could cost me my soul. For I am Rosalie, one of the adopted daughters of Lady Eville, and it is my duty to enter into a loveless and
hate-filled marriage with the narcissistic Crown Prince of Baist. My choices and heart are not my own to give. Yet even in the thick of dire
situations, beastly vengeance can give way to beautiful attraction. This is a standalone novel in the Daughters of Eville Series Daughters of
Eville Of Beast and Beauty Of Glass and Glamour Of Sea and Song
The past comes back with a vengeance and lights the fuse to a supernatural war that could tear the world apart. When Charisse’s formerly
unmentioned first husband, Charlie Prince, crashes her romantic trip to the Big Apple with Abram, everything spirals out of her control.
Woman are dropping dead all around him, and Charlie has no idea why. What he does know is that every victim is one of his ex-flings, and
he needs Char’s help to stop it before this strange phenomenon claims the life of his newest girlfriend. Or Charisse herself. But when
Abram’s powers mysteriously vanish, a fiendish figure from Satina’s past pops up, and the truth about what’s happening with Charlie comes
to light, Charisse finds herself in deeper trouble than she ever thought imaginable. Faith will be tested, trust will be lost, and lives will be
sacrificed. In the end, no one will make it out unharmed, and the events could very well spell the end to Char and Abram’s relationship.
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When the family business collapses, Beauty and her two sisters are forced to leave the city and begin a new life in the countryside. However,
when their father accepts hospitality from the elusive and magical Beast, he is forced to make a terrible promise - to send one daughter to the
Beast's castle, with no guarantee that she will be seen again. Beauty accepts the challenge, and there begins an extraordinary story of magic
and love that overcomes all boundaries. This is another spellbinding and emotional tale embroidered around a fairytale from Robin McKinley,
an award-winning American author.
Amid the lovely roses and razor-sharp thorns, love tangles between beasts and beauties in the romantic tale that transcends time... Five
novels retell the classic story of Beauty and the Beast, each with its own twist. Meet a dark-elf prince, a dragonian princess, a brooding
vigilante, mighty superheroes, and futuristic guards, and watch as Beast meets Beauty, falling in love across fantasy, science fiction, and
romantic suspense. Each of these novels is only available as part of this set, so don't miss them: enter the enchanted castle and break the
spell today
When you push everyone in your life away, sometimes they stay gone. Going from being Avondale’s Sexiest Bachelor to becoming
hideously deformed turns Adam Fontaine into an angry shut-in. Though he’s doomed to mutate into a growling member of the Lupine when
his thirtieth birthday comes, he wants nothing to do with enjoying what’s left of his sentient life. When his last remaining friend hires a nurse
to look after him, Adam realizes there’s more to his life than just his impending curse. Soon Adam has to decide how far he’s willing to go to
keep the woman he loves by his side, hoping she’ll stay with him through his last days. This is book two in the "Cursed Beauty" series written
by USA Today Bestselling Author Mary E. Twomey, and can be read independently. Google Subjects: paranormal romance, french folklore,
fairytales, myths and legends, fairy tales, young adult, YA, high school, paranormal, romance, paranormal books, YA paranormal fantasy, YA
paranormal romance series, series or anthology, magic, coming of age, epic fantasy series, YA magic, fantasy and magic, YA coming of age,
YA ebook, ebook, YA high school romance, YA teen, teen book, YA urban fantasy, YA shifters, YA shifter romance, scandinavian folklore
101, garden gnomes, urban fantasy series, teen magic, YA paranormal fantasy, YA ebooks, YA books, YA trilogy, YA urban fantasy
romance, teen and young adult books, teen books for girls in high school, teen love triangle, paranormal, paranormal fantasy, young adult
urban fantasy, young adult fantasy, young adult teen, young adult witches, young adult witch romance, young adult fantasy and magic,
fantasy romance, first in series, beauty and the beast retelling, fairytale retelling
Kanya and Goon are back with their pack. Their lives should be filled with blissful times after the birth of their pups, but new and old enemies
are emerging with treacherous agendas. Kanya is having a difficult time adjusting to the nature of her beast, the rules of the pack emerging
with her beast is becoming overwhelming. What happens when Kanya's beast test her mate's? Keora is not willing to give up on her past
infatuation of Goon, she will not stop at any cost even if it means sacrificing her heart to an ancient spirit to become powerful. But as time
goes on, Keora has another agenda that can even cause Goon and Kanya's pups their lives. But what will happen when Keora falls in love
with another wolf? Will it be too late to stop the war she has created? In this second installment, secrets are revealed, new and old love is
being discovered. Soul mates' love are being tested, and a war is emerging between packs as they fight to protect the ones they love.
It's 1895, and after the death of her mother, 16-year-old Gemma Doyle is shipped off from the life she knows in India to Spence, a proper
boarding school in England. Lonely, guilt-ridden, and prone to visions of the future that have an uncomfortable habit of coming true, Gemma's
reception there is a chilly one. To make things worse, she's being followed by a mysterious young Indian man, a man sent to watch her. But
why? What is her destiny? And what will her entanglement with Spence's most powerful girls - and their foray into the spiritual world - lead to?
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In the darkest moment of her life, Charisse must find a way to soldier on without the man she loves. After the devastating events in New York
City, Satina is dead, Abram has left, and Charisse finds herself in the center of a budding supernatural war that could tear the entire world
apart. New friends and old alike may be able to help her, but soon Charisse learns one of them is keeping a dark and deadly secret that could
threaten everything she’s sacrificed to achieve. When Abram returns—mind-wiped, brainwashed, and believing Char to be the enemy—Char
will be forced to make the ultimate impossible choice on her own. If she choses wrong, there’s no going back. Dreams are shattered,
promises are broken, love is tested, and the ultimate power is revealed when Charisse and Abram find out just how dangerous it is to get
what you wish for. Scroll up and one click to continue this hot paranormal adventure today!
In this urban fantasy retelling of Beauty and the Beast, modern-day teenager Beila Durand is plagued by nightmares that lead her to discover
- and wind up trapped in - a cursed underground world. The invisible people that live in this medieval village depend on Beila learning the
truth behind their curse - and why she is the only one who can set them free. In her quest for answers, however, all she seems to find are
more questions. Where do the echoing screeching at night originate? Who is the isolated man that speaks with Beila from the shadows of his
cloak? What does this New York girl have to do with any of it? And will she ever find a way back home?
Beauty's BeastsAn Urban Fantasy Fairy Tale
A boy destined to become a beast... And a girl determined to save him. Margot's been invited to the medieval town of Chapais, France for a
reunion of the town's descendants. She plans to stay with her aunt, who lives above the family bookshop inside the ancient walled city. Little
does she know that three fairies have called her there to help a beastly teenage boy break the curse that has plagued his family for
generations. Proud and arrogant, the boy pushes everyone away until Margot finds a way to reach him. But when they get close to breaking
the curse, the romantic summer turns into a nightmare. Can they set the beast free before it's too late? Beauty's Rose is the latest installment
in the Fairy-tale Inheritance Series of historical fairy tales. Set in the 1980s, it is inspired by the 1756 version of Beauty and the Beast by
French novelist Jeanne-Marie Leprince de Beaumont and is a stand alone novel. The Fairy-tale Inheritance series of books can be read in
any order. Aside from the Cinderella books, they are all stand-alone novels. But if you'd like a reading order, you can follow this one:
Cinderella's Dress Cinderella's Shoes Cinderella's Legacy (novella) Snow White's Mirror Beauty's Rose
Carson Connor’s final story. The Stonebrood Clan is back: Savage, bloodthirsty gargoyles brought back to life by the demon Azazel before
he was destroyed by demon hunter Natalia Grey and her now-husband, Carson Connors. The gargoyles that killed her father…The gargoyles
she swore to destroy. When the Clan lures the other hunters away and Tally is nearly killed in an assault the could only have been meant for
her, she must face the possibility that the hunters have been betrayed by one of their own. With each passing holiday, the Clan grows bolder.
The noose grows tighter. And the hunters become the hunted. Reader Advisory: This book contains a sex scene that uses frank language
and imagery. This is a novella length story (about 80 pages long), and is best read after the first two books in the series, to avoid spoilers.
This is Book 2.1 in The Stonebrood Saga: 1.0: Carson’s Night 2.0: Beauty’s Beasts 2.1: Harvest of Holidays* 2.2: Unbearable* 3.0:
Sabrina’s Clan 3.1: Pay the Ferryman* 3.5: Hearts of Stone (Series Boxed Set) A Vampire Menage Gargoyle Urban Fantasy Romance [*A
Stony Stories tale: Short stories featuring the characters and situations from the Stonebrood Saga] ___ Praise for Harvest of Holidays I was
fascinated with the snapshot of Carson's and Tally's life around the time of Riley's birth...would love to read more!! Ms.Posey has done this
painful deed for a reason-trust me its worth this short pain to read the saga.
When she tracks down an obscure statue in Montreal, Felicity, a prominent art restorer, is drawn to the stone gargoyle that, much to her
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surprise, awakens to save her from being a victim of a cultist attack. Original.
Once upon a time Elle made a mistake. A small miscalculation sends her through the roof of an enchanted chateau. Stranded until her
broken leg mends, Elle is forced to rely on the good will of the sour chateau owner --the cursed Prince Severin.Prince Severin--the
commanding general and staunch supporter of his brother the crown prince--is cursed to look like a beast until a maiden falls in love with him.
However, he has given up all hope of shattering the curse after several painful and failed attempts to break it. As such he has only disdain for
Elle, leaving her to the devices of his bossy servants. This suits Elle perfectly as she dislikes the entire royal family, Severin
included.Unfortunately for the unsuspecting pair, the chateau servants are determined to break the curse and spend the majority of their time
pushing Elle and Severin together. After bonding over gardens, animals, and terrifying squirrels Elle and Severin show signs of friendship,
and perhaps something more...But not all love stories can end that easily. After all, Elle is not what she seems, and Severin's life is placed in
danger when hostilities flare between his brother and the monarchs of a neighboring country.If they really want the love of a lifetime Elle, a
loyal liar, and Severin, an indifferent beast, will have to use every trick they know to survive.
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